MUSEUM WITHOUT BUILDING BY YONA FRIEDMAN

EXHIBITIONS - PERFORMANCES - WORKSHOPS - CONFERENCES

JUNE 21st - SEPTEMBER 15th, 2019

Museum Without Building is a collaborative and itinerant proposal by Yona Friedman.

A program produced by CNEAI= in collaboration with Le Petit Versailles/ Allied Productions Inc., the Center for Architecture-AIA, The Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts and the Emily Harvey Foundation.

cneai=
www.cneai.com

INVITED ARTISTS

Fanny Allié (US-FR), Laëtitia Badaut-Haussmann (FR), Théodora Barat (FR), Bent Duo (US), A Constructed World with Stéphanie Lin (FR-US), Pradeep Dalal (US-IN), Dépense Défensive (FR), Yona Friedman (FR), Rebecca Goyote (US), Haley Hughes (US), Vytautas Jurevicius (US-LT), Richard Jochum (US-AT), Dana Levy (US-IL), Flora Moscovici (FR), Maria D. Rapicavoli (US-IT), Max-Louis Raugel (FR), Aída Rebull (MX), and Nicholas Vargelis (FR-US)

CURATORS

Sylvie Boulanger & Nicholas Vargelis with curatorial contributions by Dylan Gauthier (for EFA) and Benjamin Prosky (for AIA)
MUSEUM WITHOUT BUILDING : four locations in Manhattan

Center for Architecture - AIA (June 21st) Talk and conference: Yona Friedman’s video letter to Kenneth Frampton with response. talk from Kenneth Frampton. (June 22nd) Public workshop: construction of One Museum Without Building from Yona Friedman. www.aiany.org


The Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts Project Space (August 28th - September 8th) with Fanny Allié, Laëtitia Badaut-Haussmann, Théodora Barat, A Constructed World with Stephanie Lin, Pradeep Dalal, Yona Friedman, Richard Jochum, Dana Levy, Flora Moscovici, Maria D. Rapicavoli, and Nicholas Vargelis. www.projectspace-efanyc.org

Emily Harvey Foundation (September 5th) with Laëtitia Badaut-Haussmann and Hanna Tulis, Théodora Barat, Vytautas Jurevicius, and Nicholas Vargelis. www.emilyharveyfoundation.org

Total visitors = 3,500 people for performances talks workshops and exhibitions across four sites from June 21st - September 15th, 2019
Curators Nicholas Vargelis and Sylvie Boulanger introduce the Museum Without Building, Center for Architecture – AIA, Manhattan, June 21st 2019
Talk with Kenneth Frampton; responding to a video-letter from Yona Friedman
Curators Sylvie Boulanger and Nicholas Vargelis present graphic designer Martin Desinde’s poster for the Museum Without Building during the talk at AIA.
Workshop Construction of one Museum Without Building
Workshop Construction of one Museum Without Building
Workshop Construction of one Museum Without Building
Museum Without Building at Le Petit Versailles Community Garden, Manhattan, June 23 - September 15, 2019
“Excavation Remnant” installation by Théodora Barat
Architect Stephanie Lin in the Museum with Yona Friedman’s drawings
Museum Without Building, installation of Chapter 3 art works (left) and Finissage (right)
“The Man, the Tree and the Structure” painting on the museum and tree by Flora Moscovici
"The Man, the Tree and the Structure", by Flora Moscovici, performer: Bryce Payne
“We went unconsciously from speaking about” by Max-Louis Raugel (sound) and Aída Rebull (video)
Museum Without Building at the The Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts Project Space, Manhattan, August 26 - September 8th 2019, With Fanny Allié, Laetitia Badaut Haussmann, Théodora Barat, A Constructed World with Stephanie Lin, Pradeep Dalal, Yona Friedman, Richard Jochum, Dana Levy, Flora Moscovici, Maria D. Rapicavoli Dannielle Tegeder & Nicholas Vargelis
This exhibition gathers the responses brought by 11 artists and collectives around the issues described by Yona Friedman in his project Museum Without Building along with his text "Biosphere"
“A slide show on architecture” from Yona Freidman
“Natural Acrylic Stones” installation by Théodora Barat
“Prise, Interrupteur, Douille” installation by Nicholas Vargelis
“Hula hoop Chack Chack” painting on gallery floor by Flora Moscovici
“fragment : 01 (live eels) installation by A Constructed World With Stephanie Lin
Museum Without Building: Evening of performance and installations, at the Emily Harvey Foundation, Manhattan, September 5th 2019
“Engineered Stones” performance and installation by Théodora Barat
“Engineered Stones” performance and installation by Théodora Barat
“Prise, Interrupteur, Douille” lecture-performance and lighting intervention by Nicholas Vargelis
“Be Happy All Together at Emilie Harvey Foundation” performance by Vytautas Jurevicius
MUSEUM WITHOUT BUILDING BY YONA FRIEDMAN

THE CNEAI THANKS OUR PARTNERS:

The Center for Architecture-AIA
Cultural Services of the French Embassy
Département de la Seine-Saint-Denis
The Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts
The Emily Harvey Foundation
Green Thumb / New York City Department of Parks
Institut Français, Ministère des affaires étrangères, dispositif IF Incontournable
Materials for the Arts
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
NYS Regional Economic Development Council
Le Petit Versailles/ Allied Productions Inc.

AND ALL THE ARTISTS AND CURATORS